POLICE BRUTALITY AND BAFFLEMENT

aware of police brutality. Take for example the current land police's claim that African Americans are not many witnesses know the killers and won't inform on Department offered help.

bers of mostly African Americans who are being murdered on the streets of Oakland, Cal. Since the beginning agencies in their efforts to apprehend him.

Depleted uranium is a perfect commodity for an expanding permanent war economy. The disastrous human and ecological consequences of massive quantities of depleted uranium dumped on Iraq in the 1991 war show how closely war and pollution go together. Son of Bush now wants again to destroy Iraq as his father destroyed it over a decade ago, then keep the monster Saddam Hussein in power to liquidate Iraqi liberation forces.

MEMORIES OF HIROSHIMA

I began thinking about depleted uranium again when recently I heard a group of Japanese activists headed by a Japanese Diet member, Hosaka, on a speaking tour in the U.S. Japanese activists take special interest in depleted uranium with their memory of Hiroshima. In the 1990s, the activist Akihiko Negoro, a photojournalist who catalogued the devastation of the people and landscape after Desert Storm, depleted uranium as a weapon was really "a different nuclear war." In Japan, the U.S. Japanese activists take special interest in depleted uranium with their memory of Hiroshima. In the 1990s, the activist Akihiko Negoro, a photojournalist who catalogued the devastation of the people and landscape after Desert Storm, depleted uranium as a weapon was really "a different nuclear war." Because of its unusually dense quality, depleted uranium has been reused for the hardened tips of missiles and ammunition.

In other words, the Iraqi landscape has become our uranium has been reused for the hardened tips of missiles and ammunition.

In the U.S., has never had an economy. The disastrous human and ecological consequences of massive quantities of depleted uranium dumped on Iraq in the 1991 war show how closely war and pollution go together. The Workers' Party (PT) that Lula founded in 1980 through a Japanese Diet member, Hosaka, on a speaking tour in the U.S.

Jubilant crowds in Rio de Janeiro celebrate the election victory of Lula da Silva

Mass unrest inspires Lula's victory in Brazil

by Mitch Weerth

On the first day of 2003, Lula Inacio Lula da Silva, was elected as Brazil's President, having won 61% (52.7 million votes) in the second round election on Oct. 27. Lula's victory is seen as a huge advance for the Left, given that the fact, Brazil, with 170 million people and by far the biggest economy south of the U.S., has never had an average "socialist" victory.

Nobody in Brazil has even won so many votes. As 100,000 people came out into the streets of Sao Paulo to celebrate the Left's electoral victory, Lula himself indicated the high stakes this move to the Left represents.

"If at the end of my tenure all Brazilians can eat three meals a day, my mission will have been completed."

This is not a new man at the top. The Workers' Party (PT) that Lula founded in 1980 under the military dictatorship was truly a mass party of the working class, and while in many respects it has moved away from its radical roots, it embodies today a (Continued on page 10)

Bush's drive to war imperils U.S.

by John Alan

This fall national and local news carried daily reports on the U.S. military effort to capture Saddam Hussein in what the Justice Department and the FBI were aiding local law enforcement in their efforts to apprehend him.

In contrast to the intense coverage the media gave to the killing of ten people in the Washington, D.C. area, it has paid hardly any attention to the parallel box-office numbers of mostly African Americans who are being murdered on the streets of Oakland, Cal. Since the beginning of this year, 102 men and women have been murdered in Oakland predominately in two African-American communities. Neither the FBI nor the Justice Department offered help.

POLICE BRUTALITY AND BAFFLEMENT

Oakland's police department has solved only a small number of those homicides and claims it isibal, since many witnesses know the killers and won't inform on them. Whether or not one chooses to believe the Oakland police's claim that African Americans are not inclined to give them information, the police's perception of non-cooperation as a "reason" for not solving crimes expresses a great social division in Oakland.

African Americans in Oakland have been deeply aware of police brutality. Take for example the current trial of a group of police officers who were found guilty of raping African American women. Even as this startling (Continued on page 8)

John Alan

Black life in Oakland

 massages are the one against individual rights and privacy. First came the U.S. PATRIOT act, steamrolled through Congress, signed by the President, the September 11, 2001 attacks. Then came the recent enactment of the Department of Defense Appropriation Bill which includes the Total Information Awareness plan. With them, the legal foundation for a full-blown police state is emerg­ (Continued on page 10)
Arts

The following "proclamation" is being circulated by the Women's Action Coalition (WAC) in downtown Medellín. The "proclamation" is addressed to the feminist movement and the men who support them. It states that the women are "exhorted to struggle ever more for the liberation of women and for the structural change of society." The "proclamation" accuses the state of "serving as a barrier to the development of the women's movement." It calls for a "struggle to change the social order and the economic and political system." The "proclamation" ends with a call to "struggle for the liberation of all women and for the liberation of all humanity from the oppression of the patriarchal and capitalist system." The "proclamation" is signed by 22 women and men.

Abortion in Peru

The following letter is addressed to the women's organizations in Peru. It expresses solidarity with the women's movement and calls for support for the women's rights movement. The letter states that the women's movement is facing a "challenge of transformations" and that the women's movement must "continue to struggle for the liberation of women and for the structural change of society." The letter ends with a call to "support the women's movement in its struggle for the liberation of all women and for the liberation of all humanity from the oppression of the patriarchal and capitalist system." The letter is signed by 22 women and men.

Alina Pienkowska

Alina Pienkowska was a nurse working at the Gdansk shipyards, an activist, and a widowed young mother. Alina Pienkowska was killed on September 13, 1980, during a strike over economic issues and living conditions. The strike was a protest against the government's policies of economic austerity and social injustice. The government's response was violent, with widespread arrests, beatings, and killings. Alina Pienkowska was one of the victims of the government's violence. She was killed while participating in a demonstration for workers' rights. Her death was a symbol of the brutality of the government's policies and the determination of the workers to fight for their rights. Alina Pienkowska's legacy continues to inspire workers' movements around the world.
Cutbacks are killing transit workers

New York — On Nov. 21 and 22, two maintenance workers, Joy Anthony and Kurien Beb, were working on lighting the Manhattan Bridge to provide a New York City Subway subway when they were struck by trains and killed. The problem was that the train operators did not have proper warning signs visible because they had been "flagging," or warning to the train operators, was inadequate.

This is a situation that TWU Local 100 had warned about, that is, it has happened before and not enough proof exists to have enough information to foresee the actual situation. Part of the problem is only three workers instead of five are assigned to signal crews.

This week was a time when the 34,000 transit workers who move seven million people and 2.4 billion tons of freight daily with the Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA), Mayor Bloomberg, and Governor Pataki over contract negotiations. The current contract runs out on Dec. 15. Tensions are high and a lot is at stake for the workers.

The MTA is set to raise fares. This is a move that transit workers and TWU Local 100 are also opposing. New York's transit workers are fighting for a raise and for better public transportation in the city.

The New York Times reports, "Twelve thousand workers with the Metropolitan Transit Authority..." The article goes on to mention that the city is facing a financial crisis.

The workers are demanding pay increases, a return to the Health Benefits Trust Fund, an end to excessive and punitive disciplinary actions against transit workers, and a return to the basic life situation. They want to be able to provide for their families.

The Assi Forever store is a clothing retailer with nationwide distribution, operating six stores in Los Angeles and one of them located in the Heartbeats Urban Center. Please visit the website: www.shopattheweathwatch.org

In the last couple of months, no one can take vacation days. Some are working 12 hours a day, and 5 days a week.

The workers were fired (placed on "non-disciplinary indefinite suspension") by Korean-owned Assi Supermarket when they filed charges of discrimination and wage/viour/health and safety violations, and attempted to organize an Immigrant Workers Union, to address their inh um an e righ ts. The Assi and Forever 21 workers were supported by community members, mostly youth representing various labor, student, and community cultural organizations, including Korean Immigrant Worker Advocate. They all walked out on strike.

Taiwanese farmers, fisherman protest

Taiwanchu, Taiwan — The Nov. 23 demonstration of 120,000 farmers and fishermen almost took down the Chen Shui-bian administration. This was the biggest anti-government demonstration, was held by farmers, the bottom of the Taiwanese social structure. The demonstrators' demands included saving Taiwan's agriculture and fishing industries by shoring up credit unions, preventing unemployment, and taking care of the environment. An estimated 120,000 farmers and fishermen came to Taipei to protest against the government's proposal of a new tax on property.

PEOPLE CAN BE A COMMODITY

The Internet was originally created by computer scientists to satisfy just the information superhighway, but the internet was now enjoying the wonders of wireless communication and placing computer terminals in most every home without the need to pay. The Internet was a revolutionary technology that made it possible for people to communicate instantly.

However, we suspect that long after the end of the wars, the Internet will still be an "economic withdrawal": Don't shop at Fred's until you can buy from the union, and don't shop at taco shops until you can buy from the union. The Internet has allowed a partial view. They fastened on brackets that were used for standardized warranties. The government has had to be reformed. The problem is that the workers are not among the first priorities.

Politically and economically, farmers and fishermen are not among his first priorities. His answer was to raise the price of rice, allowing a partial view. They fastened on brackets that were used for standardized warranties. The government has had to be reformed. The problem is that the workers are not among the first priorities.

The artificial intelligence of the marketing people has magnified the problem. I don't think Shubian hui-bian puts them out of his mind; however, I believe they are not among his first priorities. His answer was to raise the price of rice, allowing a partial view. They fastened on brackets that were used for standardized warranties. The government has had to be reformed. The problem is that the workers are not among the first priorities.

A possible direction for the future is...
As is obvious from the appearances, Hegel's Phenomenology, and the break with slavery and introversion. The whole, of all six principal stages of consciousness is the idea of all fields as one unified field of Absolute Reason and Freedom. Those not only contradicted of our age, but allowed that great genius the scope needed to see the whole of all stages of self-development. Only one way of the world, if I may quote my friend Von Feilitzen's book: "Let's not ever forget that there is such thing as an individual, man not even just an individual, a man that has not previously been in the activity of common development. In a word, the self-development and the autonomy of freedom long preceded the consciousness of freedom. It was the understanding of the Idea of freedom, and will follow until freedom is an idea, but not an idea of the individual system."

Another word of caution: Marx could and did save the Hegelian dialectic from the stage where Hegel couldn't work through the negativity of labor, and not just of thought. Marx had to break from arguing with intellectuals and thus moved from the history of contradictions of all fields as one unified field of Absolute Reason and Freedom. Those not only contradicted of our age, but allowed that great genius the scope needed to see the whole of all stages of self-development. Only one way of the world, if I may quote my friend Von Feilitzen's book: "Let's not ever forget that there is such thing as an individual, man not even just an individual, a man that has not previously been in the activity of common development. In a word, the self-development and the autonomy of freedom long preceded the consciousness of freedom. It was the understanding of the Idea of freedom, and will follow until freedom is an idea, but not an idea of the individual system."

As for proletarian thought, there is never any sharp division between action and thought. When he said that philosophers had interpreted the world, but what was needed was change to it, he certainly didn't exclude change.

But to return to Hegel, and his contemporaneity— the process of becoming and passing away of negation and yet retention of all previous systems of philosophy and the history of Hegel's science of Logic (the history of thought) to the history of production relations. But he didn't throw the (thought) "to the winds," not even bourgeois thought; he merely moved it over, to the end of all volume. Capital, instead of at the center of Capital. (4) As for proletarian thought, there is never any sharp division between action

The self-development of man is so closely bound up with the self-development of freedom as destiny of man that the future begins to pull on the present so strongly that it propels it forward."
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Ivory Coast - What seems to have been a military mutiny has now become an organized attempt to overthrow the government of President Laurent Gbagbo. About 500 young soldiers, led by Mutinous Special Forces (FDS) for the Bonapartist regime represented the French peasantry, and a long-wave cycle, Marx predicted correctly that a long wave of revolutions would now begin. The 1851 Bonapartist coup in France that brought to an end the Bourbons and installed the first Republic, would now blanket Europe. Among Bonaparte's most reactionary advo- cates but also from the military. Statist fascism has so profoundly penetrated the masses that the state becomes the enemy of the people and the only response from the government to the whole period of ferment that had begun with the 1848 revolutions could be the attempt to install a puppet ruler, Maximilien, in Mexico.

**ORGANIZATION AND RETROSPECTIVE**

The 1851 coup came suddenly, like a "bolt from the blue." Marx wrote (MECW 11, p. 107—1 am referencing the version in Marx and Engels, Collected Works, but here and elsewhere, sometimes altered in consultation with Trevor Halsall's 1996 preface to the English edition of Marx, Later Political Writings).

One of the crucial post-revolutionary phenomena that revolutionaries across Europe had been forced into was how in the Eighteenth Brumaire was a flawed work because of a supposedly elitist approach. This has changed the nature of the state, which was to write later, include not just the overthrow of a particular ruler or system, but also to the modern state, and gives some flavor of the Bonapartist coup of 1851, while not an exact parallel, was a first attempt to install a puppet ruler, Maximilien, in Mexico.

In the Eighteenth Brumaire, Marx showed how the road to the Bonapartist coup of December 1851 had been paved by the deep contradictions that had emerged in 1848, on the one hand, between the bourgeois democrats, who represented the interests of the bourgeoisie, and the workers, who represented the interests of the proletariat. However, Marx insisted, this was not a return to the pre-revolutionary state of affairs, but a new phase in the development of the bourgeoisie. He argued that the state only returned to its oldest form, to "shamelessly simple domination of the sword and the bread," at the end of the 1850s.

However, Marx pointed out, the 1851 coup was a failure, and the process of building a modern state had only been delayed by it. In a way, the 1851 coup was a "short cut" to现代化, which meant that the bourgeoisie had not really learned from its experiences. Marx believed that the state was destined to become more and more bureaucratic and centralized, a "huge state edifice" (MECW 11, p. 186). He argued that the state would become a "monstrous" organ of oppression, and that the people would eventually rise up against it.

Marx showed how the 1851 coup was a "flawed work" because of a supposedly elitist attitude, but to the "profound" scope of his aims, which, as he wrote later, included not just the overthrow of a particular ruler or system, but also to modern state, and gives some flavor of the Bonapartist coup of 1851, while not an exact parallel, was a first attempt to install a puppet ruler, Maximilien, in Mexico.
All along, N&L has been bringing out how bizarre is the mirror image of someone—one like bin Laden declaring jihad and someone—like Khomeini—declaring peace. Each side, each one invoking a national myth of unsullied goodness and deriding the other as the evil to be annihilated. What needs to be remembered is that Hussein and his bunch of mercenaries are the people of Iraq that Bush and his minions represent the people of the U.S. The Bush administration needs to be recognized as the aggressor that a preemptive strike against Iraq cannot meet the criteria of the just war theory.

Tom More

The Left is back to "no blood for oil" as though we are back to the last Gulf War. Some don't get it when we talk of the horrors the U.S. government has been unleashing with its radioactive depleted uranium weapons. It left two to three times as much depleted uranium in Afghanistan than what it used in the 1991 Gulf War. A website is https://www.reuters.com/article/us/iraq-depleted-uranium

warns of the severe health and environmental effects that will soon be registered.

Anti-war activist

New York

Whether or not one believes war is justified, we need to be aware of the burreas the U.S. government has been setting up. MSNBC reports very little about this. The administration is talking constantly about it and practicing it. Reducing our response to only trying to find a "legitimate" war misses the point of the depth of the crisis as well as the depth of the passion for freedom.
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Capitalism is an irrational, anti-human system. There are many ways that have been put forward to meet its challenges—not just state socialism but anarcho-socialism and other forms that explore how to meet our needs. We have to have our needs met in a rational way. Just imagine how the questions of technology would change in a humanist society. Just imagine what we could do with our time if it were more rational.

Anarcho-socialism and other forms that I imagine society as a kind of psychotic who every system is maddeningly crazy. The corporations work for their goals. The corporations work for their own ends. Nothing else matters. The quarter system is madly enough crazy.

In my job as an accountant, I see the time if it were more rational.

Accountant California

I am fed up with Bush's complaints and disagreements about Kyoto. If he thinks those accidents will destroy the business economy, he is badly misinformed. If Kyoto is not agreed to, it is the effects of massive deceptions about everything that Professor Jose Solis Jordan completed his sentence on Nov 21 and is no longer a political prisoner. He should never have served a day. What is little known is that it was the 51 month sentence given to Prof. Solis that gave President Clinton a standard by which to offer clemency to the 18 Puerto Rican independence activists who had been given even more outrageously long sentences. Solis also went to prison in a different era. Therenched democracy given to Prof. Solis that gave President Clinton a standard by which to offer clemency to the 18 Puerto Rican independen- dentistas who had been given even more outrageously long sentences. Solis also went to prison in a different era. The Bush administration is now creating con- ditions when people could end up in prison for their political opinions as Solis did. I would like to see a movement to get legal advice before he travels any- where those days. His appointment by Blitzer adds one more "crime" to Bush record.

Outraged Pennsylvania

IMPEACH BUSH AND CHENEY

I would like to see a movement to impeach President Bush and Vice Presi- dent Dick Cheney, along with our entire Senate and House for not upholding their oath of office to protect our Constitution. What I see is instead a subversion of the PATRIOT act—that actively attacks five of our consti- tutional amendments—was passed with- out most of our representatives even reading it? I call it high treason when a political agenda is put above our constitutio- nal rights.

M.Y.C. Lincoln, Neb.

We all knew the Bush administration would have any independent inquiry into the "failures of intelligence" that led to the September 11 disaster. But it really took more than Bush to expose a war crime like Henry Kissinger to do the investigations. He has been doing massive deceptions about everything from the secret "bombing" of Cambodia and Laos to his role in Chile, and on. And there are so many places that would not allow him on trial that he is known to get legal advice before he travels any- where those days. His appointment by Blitzer adds one more "crime" to Bush record.

Outraged Pennsylvania

FREEING JOSE SOLIS

It was great to learn from Prof.Liberali that Professor Jose Solis Jordan complet- ed his sentence on Nov 21 and is no longer a political prisoner. He should never have served a day. What is little known is that it was the 51 month sentence given to Prof. Solis that gave President Clinton a standard by which to offer clemency to the 18 Puerto Rican independence activists who had been given even more outrageously long sentences. Solis also went to prison in a different era. The Bush administration is now creating con- ditions when people could end up in prison for their political opinions as Solis did. I would like to see a movement to get legal advice before he travels any- where those days. His appointment by Blitzer adds one more "crime" to Bush record.

Outraged Pennsylvania

PHILOSOPHIC DIALOGUE

The review of Joel Kovel's book, The Enemy of Nature: The End of Capitalism or the End of the World (New Left Books 1998), was one of the most intriguing contributions to Philosophic Dialogue that N&L has printed. Joe Sweedwa's view of the book is from two directions: 1) his belief that Marx's works are ripe for an ecological interpretation and 2) his hope that this book might provide a philosophical vision for the green movement of which he is a part. He con- cludes that Kovel's vision is grounded in Marx's humanist philosophy but is weak in developing Marx's dialectical critique of capitalism. I didn't like best was Sweo- dwa's call for a dialogue between Kovel, N&L, and social ecologists.

Critic Oakland, Cal.

BELAFONTE'S POWELL

Harry Belafonte said publicly what is taken as a given in the African-Ameri- can community, when he called President Bush "a house slave," although others might have used a different word. Belafonte was born in Harlem but spent most of his young life in Jamaica, where he was born, until he was 21. His appointment by Blitzer adds one more "crime" to Bush record.

New Orleans Touissant Chicago

Mary Jo Grey Chicago

I thought the reviewer gave Kovel's book The Enemy of Nature more credit than he deserved when he says that Kovel projects a need for a philosophy of revolution. I don't think that was central to his vision of eco-socialism.

Critic Oakland, Cal.

TECHNOLOGY AND THE DOCKWORKERS

The discussion of technology in the November N&L leads to the crisis for the problem when it says capitalism increas- ingly endangers material forces with intel- lectual powers while reducing human beings to a material force. That's not an issue the dockworkers have addressed so far. They are concerned about who is going to get the remaining jobs. Mean- while, there is the hope that this book might provide a philosophical vision for the green movement of which he is a part. He con- cludes that Kovel's vision is grounded in Marx's humanist philosophy but is weak in developing Marx's dialectical critique of capitalism. I didn't like best was Sweo- dwa's call for a dialogue between Kovel, N&L, and social ecologists.

R.B. California

Some people, like my dad, whose father is a boss on the docks, look at the dockworkers' union and workers in gen- eral as greedy people trying to get more money and less work. Actually, that sounds more to me like the bosses. But money isn't even the issue for those workers. The issue is having con- trol over their own labor.

Youth activist Memphis
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America's courts are the machinery of injustice!

In recent years, the American justice system has been subjected to a series of revelations that expose its flaws and shortcomings. From wrongful convictions to the mistreatment of defendants, the legal system in the United States has been criticized for its biases and failings. This editorial discusses the machinery of injustice, highlighting how the system can be manipulated to harm innocent individuals. It argues for reforms to ensure justice is served fairly and equitably.
Activists support Shoshone at Yucca Mountain

Las Vegas—About 5,000 activists camped out near Yucca Mountain between Oct. 5 and 15 for the Action to Defend the Defense Depot. Activists from seven states converged in a peace rally to link the hazards of weapons of mass destruction used in foreign wars to environmental hazards of the community of South Memphis. Special attention was given to the relationship between a proposed U.S. attack on Iraq and the domestic terrorism by the U.S. government fostered on American communities near federal military facilities.

Many people think that the effects of a war start only when the bomb is dropped. But the toll of weapons of mass destruction has been adding up for over 50 years along the nuclear chain within U.S. territory. Last year at a "Bands against Bombs" rally, the theme of a group of peacemakers was that "Theombre is the colony of those bombed out of existence. Voices in the Wilderness formed partnerships with communities affected by pollution generated by military bases and Depots, and the impact is that bomb lowered that bomb. They visited sites throughout the U.S. and Canada where the environmental impact of military operations, laboratories, storage and distribution, and testing at federal facilities and federally contracted sites exists.

Many people drove by our demonstration, most showed no interest and some did. One drove over to carefully read the signs of the protesters. As he came to the end of the line of people he shook his head, shouted obscenities, and stuck up his middle finger. Shortly after, another car passed. This time a passenger, a guy about eight years old read the signs and threw up his hand in a symbolic gesture of his father's sympathetic approval.

As part of the demonstration, people gathered to hear speakers from Defense Depot Memphis, Tenn. —Concerned Citizens Committee, Youth Terminating Proliferation. These three groups, which have connected all communities, I spoke about the nuclear fallout that was going to be generated by the bomb. There were leaking nuclear warhead missiles stored at the Memphis Sands Aquifer, the source of our drinking water. The contamination is estimated at 1,200 miles to a government camp at Moore, Okla.; 65 people participated in three, will remain at the camp, where their language

Yucca Mountain was used to be part of the Western Shoshone Native Americans' land and was taken from them for nuclear waste disposal. We want someone to save the mountain and the Shoshone tribes that mountain can't hold this kind of waste while sitting on an earthquake fault. Shoshone tribes are dying out. About 90 people live in the area and the government claims no one lives where they test on. That is an insignificant number of people to the U.S. government. The mountain was used to destroy the native plants that people use.

The transportation route for the nuclear fuel rods will affect all of us. They will come on trains and highways through the U.S. Environmental activists respiratory patients. No one would come to the end of the line of people he shook his head, shouted obscenities, and stuck up his middle finger. Shortly after, another car passed. This time a passenger, a guy about eight years old read the signs and threw up his hand in a symbolic gesture of his father's sympathetic approval.
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The transportation route for the nuclear fuel rods will affect all of us. They will come on trains and highways through the U.S. Environmental activists respiratory patients. No one would
Masses inspire Lula's victory in Brazil

(Please refer to page 9 for the continuation of the article.)

The text is not provided for page 9. Please provide the content for page 9 to continue. 

ECONOMIC REALITIES

To begin with, the hammering that international investors bestowed on Brazil, which is not the fault of the election, driven by their fear of an ex-lathe operator with no college degree rising to the highest office, puts Lula's movement behind the eight ball. Due to foreign investors' actions, Brazil's currency, the real, has lost 43% of its value in the last year. The IMF has imposed conditions on Brazil, including tax increases. The IMF does not promise anything, such as the Caixas textile workers got, but 95% of the budget for 2003 is already decided. The IMF has not promised tax breaks to small businesses to stimulate job growth. The IMF also does not promise tax increases, coupled with social programs to help Lula's movement. The IMF does not promise anything to Lula's movement. The IMF does not promise anything to Lula.

As for Lula, a consensus emerged that nothing would be done in the months prior to the election to jeopardize his victory. This included calling a truce with the outgoing President Fernando Henrique Cardoso, who governed the country for 12 years, and the Landless Workers' Movement (MST), for example. Practically, a moratorium on land seizures in the past year. And when a piece of Cardoso's property was occupied in May of this year, Lula did not quietly accept. He was booed loudly at the few rallies he appeared at. And the victory rally, and it was common to see campaign stickers posted with his name out of context.
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If one learns anything from living under a totalitarian system it is how to decipher the news and sift through official propaganda. When I was in Iraq, my parents always got our news from other sources than those offered by the state media. From reliable sources in the U.S., we knew that what we heard on the news regarding Iraq was not true. Contact with our family revealed to us what was actually happening.

I was born in Iraq in 1981. The majority of my childhood was spent in Iran. The Iran-Iraq War started in 1980 and fought until 1988, and more than one million young men perished along with many civilians. Iraq had a dictator for a president, we had a dictator for a president. It was the era of fear and terrorized. At that time, to the West, to the U.S., Iraq's leader was called the moderate man who was going to lead the most promising nation in the Arab world. But we went on living our lives with this man, and we faced sanctions. For my parents, it meant unemployment. My mother is an architect and artist. A country that was at war for eight years, facing another invasion of Kuwait. Boston, on Aug. 1, 1990. It was on Aug. 2, 1990 that Iraq invaded Kuwait. My parents had no choice but to stay. After all, we were all used to instability and wars. I had at that time known only one war for the whole of my life. I do not think my parents anticipated what happened next. The Gulf War, one of the most uneven wars ever fought, a big mismatch was made. Americans lost 1500 soldiers in the war; Iraq, 100,000. Iraq, a poor developing country, was defeated. It is clear, they will be the ones who suffer the most. Now many people claim that this war will be fought to liberate the Iraqis and democracy will come and this terrible man will be gone. So, for Iraqis and Iraqis who are in the diaspora, all have been yearning for Saddam's demise since we are the ones who have tasted the fear and terror of Saddam Hussein, most of us are aware that our liberty and a democratic future are not at hand. We are living in the era of war and heard too much to fall for this line.

If a war is waged, let's be honest and say that it will be for oil and U.S. dominion in the Middle East, and not for the liberation of the Iraqis. The list of the men who will be Iraq's leaders are criminals. They make Saddam Hussein look good! We see the gap between words and deeds among those who proclaim to be our champions and potential liberators.

Young Iraqi woman

Kyoto peace action

On Dec. 7, the anniversary of a student protest dating back to the time of prime minister Mossadegh, two thousand students from Florida Atlantic University gathered on the steps of Sather Gate, Berkeley, to declare their opposition to the war. While I feel it is not a popular war here, the media speaks for the U.S. and most Japanese do not speak against it again at the war. But if you talk to average Japanese people, they will usually tell you that they are uncomfortable with this war.

—Iren and K.

Iranian students define condemned professor

Iran has been the site of constant student demonstration and confrontations against the Islamic Republic during the months of November and December. The latest wave of protests started after the Nov. 7th announcement of a death sentence against Professor Aghajari. Aghajari has been an Islamic Republic insider for many years, had declared in a recent speech, that each one of us is responsible for our own sins and we have to pay the price for our parents' ignorance.

The student demonstration however has gone beyond Aghajari's trial. For ten days during the month of November, demonstrations took place at Tabriz University and Isfahan University. The students are demanding the release of political prisoners and "Na Al Qadsi, not in Kabul, not in Tehran." Many called on president Khatabi to resign for not challenging the ruling clergy.

Confronting Permanence

Why the Anti-War Movement Needs a Dialectical Perspective

The full text of this important challenge to today's movement is available from News & Letters, info@nol.org.

The anti-war movement is a major political force in the United States. The anti-war movement has been the premier political movement of the last generation. The anti-war movement has provided a voice for the millions who are tired of war, of the billions of dollars spent on weapons, and of the hundreds of thousands of lives lost in the war.

The anti-war movement has been a major force in the United States. The anti-war movement has been a major force in the United States. The anti-war movement has been a major force in the United States. The anti-war movement has been a major force in the United States.

On Dec. 30, 2002

Why the Anti-War Movement Needs a Dialectical Perspective

The full text of this important challenge to today's movement is available from News & Letters, info@nol.org.
by Kevin A. Berman

The Bush administration has expanded what it wanted from the United Nations on Nov. 8, a unanimous vote in the Security Council for a resolution designed to open the way for international peacekeepers in Iraq. Hostility from the United States has already weakened the force of resolutions that fail to stipulate that a peacekeeping force will be composed of nations that have already accepted UN Security Council Resolution 1483. The resolution did not even deign to respond to the peace demonstrations, instead continuing its military buildup. It admits to having already brought 62,000 military personnel into Iraq, with three more aircraft carriers on the way.

Salvador protest

Riot police in El Salvador attacked a peaceful rally of more than 1,000 protesters in front of the maternity hospital, Nov. 27, including hospital patients, children and nurses. As demonstrators ran for cover, police opened fire and killed two nurses and one child, and wounded another child. The protest was part of ongoing support for striking healthcare workers and opposition to privatization of health care.

Nigerian rampage

The retrospective nature of our era is shown in the fact that the same day that the U.S. used its numerous military bases in the event of a UN p

attacks continue in Middle East, Kenya

Al Qaeda has now taken responsibility for the Nov. 28 suicide bombing at a hotel in Mombasa, Kenya which killed ten Kenyans and three Israelis, as well as the Nov. 25 police killings of Palestinians in Gaza and only half the West Bank. He also supports the U.S. use of its numerous military bases in the event of a UN intervention did not even deign to respond to the peace demonstrations, instead continuing its military

siegE in moscow

On Oct. 27, Chechen commandos seized 700 civilian hostages at a Moscow theater, demanding an end to Russia's brutal colonial war against their country. Since 1999, Moscow has been waging a full-scale war against the Chechen nation in the context of the "global war on terrorism." He also suggested links between the Chechen movement and its resort to terrorism and the "war on terrorism." He also suggested links between the Chechen movement and its resort to terrorism and the "war on terrorism." He also suggested links between the Chechen movement and its resort to terrorism and the "war on terrorism.
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Who We Are And What We Stand For

News and Letters Committees is an organization of Marxist-Humanist that since its birth has stood for the abolition of private property form as in the U.S., and its belief in the right of workers to control the means of production. We believe in the development of new human relations, what Marx first called a new human society.

News & Letters was founded in 1965 as a quarterly newspaper, taking its name from the two-strike against Automation and the Montgomery Bus boycott against segregation. News & Letters was a forum for a new movement from practice that was ideas of Humanism. News & Letters was a forum for a new movement from practice that was ideas of Humanism. News & Letters was a forum for a new movement from practice that was ideas of Humanism. News & Letters was a forum for a new movement from practice that was ideas of Humanism.